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E8_BD_AF_E8_AE_A4_E8_c100_560467.htm i am from tanzania, i

was already an mcse when i took this exam ..i took for just ot have a

feel of knowing the product and try to play with louse ms

psychology.... looks like ms will have to change the pattern of exams

soon... the following is the brain dump on the exam 70-64 win95

taken on 8 sept passed 836/100 .. quite less than expected .. exam was

easy if you knew network and inter operating with novell netware

and policy . i was bombarded ( reminds of bombing ever occured in

tanzania on us embassy... phew.. never heard of a bomb in my life

before that one... ) with questions on netware and guess you need to

learn how to setup policy and you should have experience on the

same or practice alot by yourself. the question which took my off the

mark were of policy... looks like a person being caught by a police

got no where to run... there were around 6 to 7 questions related to

setting up policy on windows networks and netware networks. many

questions based on exibits of large networks involving win95,

netware, nt (don t panic.. look at the question and forget the rest of

the pic.) here are some of the questions which i remember and they

may have appeared somewhere in the braindump... psst... the

questions are not exact but look alike.. otherwise you will have no

fun in appearing for exam if i write exact questions below 1. add 15

win95 to network.. network has pdc.. allow changeo f desktop but

not network settings... do what ? a. local profile, b. roving profile c.



man profile d. system pol 2. a person travels to other country where

line has no tone... when dialing system reports error that no dialing

tone.. what changes required ? - it s easy look somewhere in the
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